A NEW SHORT COURSE WITH CLASS.

A NATURAL BEAUTY.
Enjoy our fun and relatively quick par-3, 18-hole course. The layout is designed to be playable for beginners, yet challenging for the experienced golfer. Personalize your play by following our tee icons, the same as ski resorts, on each hole. Diamond tees are more difficult to tee off from, square tees are for intermediate players and circle tees are the easiest of all.

Holes play from 60 to 200 yards. You can use an array of clubs and complete 18 holes in just a couple hours. The abbreviated playing time doesn’t take up your entire day and offers a nice respite during the Arizona summers. Get a round in early and still enjoy a full day of resort relaxation or desert exploration.

1. Natural landscapes, desert scenery & beautiful vistas
2. Challenging for experts & beginners alike
3. Rugged slopes, rising ridges & dramatic mounds
4. Set in the shadows of Camelback Mountain
5. Elegant layout with wide-open greens

The Course
18-holes | Par-3 | 2,310 yards | 2,065 yards | 1,735 yards

While the course itself is a joy to play, it’s the breathtaking views and stunning scenery that make it a true destination. As you journey counterclockwise around the perimeter of Mountain Shadows resort, Camelback Mountain begins to fall into sight. When you veer around the perimeter into more open spaces, the course shines with the unforgettable Mummy and Dell holes, long par-3s and elevated tees. At the final destination, the course slopes back down to the resort, welcoming you into the oasis of Mountain Shadows.

History
Mountain Shadows’ original golf course was built in 1961 by course architect Arthur Jack Snyder. It was a favorite course among Hollywood celebrities and socialites. Course architect, Forrest Richardson completely redesigned the course, paying homage to the original greens with exceptional surfaces, distinct holes and stunning views. These hallmarks, combined with flexibility of tees, create an unparalleled modern golf experience.

A Social Experience
Your group can enjoy a round in half the time and still fit in a day of meetings or exploration. The Forrest Wager is a fun spot for putting challenges, while Rusty’s is the perfect place to gather for good food and drinks.

- Play 9 holes in 1.5 hours & 18 holes in 2.5 hours
- Putting challenge at The Forrest Wager
- Practice on the putting green by Rusty’s
- Closest-to-the-pin cocktail reception at 1st Hole
- Prizes for hole in one or closest to the pin
- Nighttime glow putting contest
Enticing Events

COUPLE’S GOLF AND FAMILY DAY
Play as a couple or foursome on Sunday afternoons and enjoy a bottle of select wine or root beer floats at Rusty’s after your round. Or, join us for The Short Course Arizona Scramble and play for great prizes.

BURGER, BEER AND 18 CLEAR
Play 18 holes on The Short Course and enjoy a burger and beer at Rusty’s.

MEN’S GOLF DAY
Stop by for a round in the morning and have a beer at Rusty’s when you’re done.

WOMEN’S GOLF + WINE
Play a round and finish the afternoon with a glass of wine.

THE MARTINI LUNCH AND GOLF
Start with a martini lunch at Rusty’s and then play a quick round.

FREQUENT PLAY DISCOUNTS
The more you play, the more you save.

Contact the pro shop for specific days and times.

Fees
Green fees vary by time of year. In-season rates start at $55 and off-season rates start at $35. Electric carts and pull carts are available for additional fees.

RESERVE YOUR TEE TIME: CALL 888.673.8283
OR VISIT SHORTCOURSEPV.COM

*Rates subject to change.
COURSE DETAILS

GOLF COURSE ARCHITECT
Forrest Richardson, ASGCA

ORIGINAL DESIGN (c. 1961)
Arthur Jack Snyder, ASGCA (1917–2005)

GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENT
Ron Proch, GCSAA

DIRECTOR OF GOLF AND CLUB OPERATIONS
Tom McCahan, PGA

GOLF COURSE ARCHITECT
Forrest Richardson, ASGCA

Developer: Woodbine Development
Operator: Westroc Resorts
Golf Maintenance: Landscapes Unlimited
Golf Services:

Total Course Area: 34.0 acres
Holes: 18 (2± acres per hole average)
Total Turf: 13.5 acres
Pond Area: 1.0 acres
Naturalized Area: 19.5 acres
Greens: 2.6 acres (±5,500 SQ FT average)

Smallest Green: No. 5 — 3,400 SQ FT
Largest Green: No. 13–14 — 17,000 SQ FT
Tees: 1.1 acres
Bunkers: 18 total
Greens Turf: TifDwarf
Aprons, Collars, Tees: Tifway 419

Earthwork: 30,000 cubic yards
Stormwater Capacity: 1.2 million gallons
Groundwater Recapture: 4 drywells at 25-feet depth

Now playing.